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introDuCtion

Why We Ever Thought This  
Might Be a Good Idea

This book is not a cure for your porn addiction or your 
spouse’s. if we claimed to have all the answers within these pages, 
we’d be scamming you. what this book holds is our story. it’s a 
story of hope. a story of grace. a story of a marriage restored. it’s 
also a story of a lot of hard work, but it’s effort well spent.

The more our society talks about the ugly secretiveness of 
pornography, the more we direct our attention to the battle that 
greatly needs our valiant efforts. shying away from our own sto-
ries, no matter how much sin we must uncover to the world, only 
gives power to the one who seeks to destroy us. There is so much 
shame associated with porn addiction and so many of us, men and 
women, suffer in silence. we feel alone because very few are will-
ing to stand up and say among people that we know that it is an 
issue in our homes. But you are not alone:

•	 in 2003, a Focus on the Family poll showed 47% percent 
of families said pornography is a problem in their home.1

•	 in 2004, 42% of surveyed adults indicated that their part-
ner’s use of pornography made them feel insecure, and 41% 
admitted that they felt less attractive due to their partner’s 
pornography use.2
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•	 in a 2008 study of college students aged 18–26, researchers 
found that 86% of young adult men reported having used 
pornography in the past year, with approximately one fifth 
reporting daily or every-other-day use and 48.4% report-
ing weekly pornography use.3

•	 in 1994, a survey showed 91% of men raised in Chris-
tian homes were exposed to pornography while growing 
up (compared to 98% of those not raised in a Christian 
home).4

•	 in august 2006, a survey reported 50% of all Christian 
men and 20% of all Christian women are addicted to 
pornography.5

it’s easy to look on the outside of a family and think all is well. 
But there is a very real chance that the people inside are struggling 
with similar issues, just like you. 

in this book, you will find our story. it is our prayer that you 
will read it with an open heart and a discerning spirit and that 
through our story, god will speak to you. we pray our story brings 
you hope, no matter how hopeless you may feel. we pray that all 
that is held in darkness will be brought to light. and we pray for 
you, no matter where you are in your journey, that you will hold 
fast to the hand of god, that your eyes will see as He sees, that 
your heart would be sheltered under the shadow of His wings.

 a word about the structure of this book: There are many 
issues surrounding porn addiction and we have tried to address 
many of them here from both of our perspectives. as such, this 
book is informally divided into six parts, each one targeting a dif-
ferent issue related to porn addiction. 
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each part has three chapters. The first chapter is told from 
Jen’s perspective. Craig writes from his perspective in the second 
chapter. The third chapter is designed to help you as a couple work 
through whatever we have previously discussed. it is this third 
chapter where we primarily dig through scripture and the avail-
able research and then ask you to converse with each other. it 
is our hope that the discussion questions in these chapters will 
provide an open space for you to share your perspective and heart 
with your partner.

 we invite you both to read the whole book, not just the chap-
ters you think would apply most to you. Part of the healing and 
recovery process of porn addiction is understanding where your 
spouse is coming from and how/why he/she got there in the first 
place. But don’t assume your spouse feels just like Craig or Jen. 
instead, use our stories as a point of departure to openly discuss 
yours.
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CHaPter 1

The Smoking Gun

For everything that is hidden will eventually be 
brought into the open, and every secret will be 
brought to light.

Mark 4:22

Her
“Do you ever look at porn?” 
it was an impromptu question and the first time i ever asked 

my then boyfriend, Craig, about pornography. and to my casual 
question came a casual response: “oh, i have in the past. every 
guy does it.” 

i lumped his admission to previous porn use in with his ex-
girlfriends—simple memories that could be stored in a mental 
shoebox on a closet shelf. i thought, with my twenty-year-old 
brain, that the past was the past and we were starting a brand-new, 
sparkling future. i used the fact that we were both sponsors of our 
church’s youth group as insurance against pornography being any 
real threat. surely any man who takes the time to invest in the 
spiritual lives of children would not be sucked into the under-
world of pornography. and i rationalized that porn was some-
thing that guys used because they didn’t have a girl. now, Craig 
had a girl—me—and i could fill any and all of those empty places 
in his heart. i would be able to meet his every need. There would 
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be no room for anyone else, much less pictures and movies on the 
internet. what could they give that i could not?

at some point early in our marriage, though, i began to sus-
pect that the porn he had alluded to from his past was too big to 
fit in any shoebox. it wasn’t something that had ever been shelved, 
and because of Craig’s health scare that took place at the very start 
of our married life, it continued to provide a means of escape from 
the unknown realities of this world.

The night we arrived home from the second leg of our hon-
eymoon, which consisted of traveling in two white Ford econo-
line vans from texas to new Mexico for the senior high school 
mission trip to the navajo reservation, we received two letters 
from our life insurance company. a few weeks before we were 
married, we had both had physicals to qualify for life insur-
ance. i opened my letter first and casually noted that i had been 
approved. Craig opened his letter next, revealing a very differ-
ent outcome. He had been denied due to high protein levels in 
his urine. immediately i thought my worst nightmare had come 
true—i would get married and then lose the man to whom i 
had given my heart. Frantically, i grabbed the phone book and 
called a local hospital. i talked to a nurse who graciously told 
me there was most likely no immediate emergency, but Craig 
should see a doctor soon. The next day, we began an adventure 
that would last the next five years. urine collections, biopsy, and 
medications—oh my! lest i leave you worried and wondering, 
Craig was finally diagnosed with glomerulonephritis and is now 
in total remission.

it became apparent early in those first few months of grap-
pling with Craig’s disease how differently he and i handled trials. 
My instinct was to try to take care of him—physically, emotion-
ally, and mentally. i thought, as a new wife, my role was to be a 
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supreme confidante, allowing him to vent and complain and strat-
egize about tackling this unforeseen circumstance. i also thought 
i should take special care to keep his mind off this trouble, so i 
planned outings, parties, and romantic nights. while he seemed to 
enjoy the social activities, the romantic nights were another story. 
in bed, he often pushed me away, despite my persistent pursuits. 
when i asked him what was so wrong with me that he couldn’t be 
with his new wife, he simply said that his medical issues weighed 
so heavily on his mind that he couldn’t engage in that way with 
me. But at the same time he was rejecting my sexual advances in 
the bedroom, i also noticed an increase in the amount of time he 
was spending on the computer.

when i entered the room, often late at night when i realized 
he had left our bed, i saw how he switched the screen or closed a 
window on the computer. when i asked what he was doing, he 
would give me some mundane answer such as “just surfing the 
net.” There were other curious clues that Craig’s “surfing the net” 
was less than innocent. There was that stain on the cloth com-
puter chair that wouldn’t go away. Then there was the cable bill 
with a pay-per-view movie charge. of course, since we had very 
little money, i called to see what the movie was, sure that there 
was some mistake and that we would be recouping the erroneous 
charge. Craig overheard me and before the agent could spit out 
the name of the porno movie, Craig told me it was some samurai 
flick. 

Craig had explanations for everything and they all sounded 
good enough. no wife wants to believe, based on circumstan-
tial evidence, that her husband is obsessed by things that don’t 
remotely resemble her. and no wife wants to know that despite 
all her efforts to please, she still plays second fiddle to some image 
that seems to get the job done. 
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But one day, all this circumstantial evidence became the 
smoking gun. 

it took me two years to find it, but find it i did. i happened 
to look in the history on the computer, searching for something 
i needed for my teaching job, and all these urls with explicit 
names appeared on the screen. i clicked on one and in my head 
thought, “i knew it!” But the validation of being right was quickly 
canceled out by the fact that i was right about something of which 
i wanted to be very, very wrong. i called Craig in immediately. “is 
this the only site you’ve looked at?” He nodded his head “yes” but 
a click of another button revealed another story. i don’t remember 
the number of websites or images i found that day, but i remember 
the feeling of my heart cracking open. i remember the shame on 
his face. i remember wondering if i could ever trust him again. 

somehow, we moved on from that night. i am sure that he 
told me he would never look at it again, that he didn’t compare me 
with the intense images on the screen. i honestly believe that after 
seeing how much brokenness the pornography caused in our mar-
riage that day, he didn’t ever want to look at porn again. But as we 
discovered later, the porn had been such a way for him to escape 
the everyday pressures of life that he would not be able to stop on 
his own volition. The pornographic world was a world in which 
he was free from his stresses and responsibilities. it was a world 
in which he had no health problems, no pressure to perform, no 
possibilities of rejection. Pornography was his ticket to freedom. 
or so he thought.

Just a few months after our first daughter was born, Craig 
hit rock bottom. He had gotten up with her in the morning, 
fed her, and put her back down for a nap. i woke up, found him 
in the study, and went ballistic. what few rules we had put in 
place since my first discovery (no doors closed, no minimizing 
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windows when i walked in) had been broken. on top of that, i 
was nowhere near pre-baby body, so all those self-image and com-
parison issues came roaring back fiercely. There was no grace in 
my cutting words. i vented. i cursed at him. The questions came 
in a torrent:

“How could you do this to me?”
“Why can you not control yourself?”
“Don’t you realize you have a daughter now?”
“How would you feel if that was her someday on that screen?”
“Am I just not good enough for you?”
That morning i could not contain the ugly black mess of my 

anger and insecurity. and my lack of grace and self-control cov-
ered his ugly black mess of addiction and disobedience to god. 
suddenly, he was sinking in a dark sea of despair with no lifelines 
left. The next thing i knew, he threw on some old clothes and 
started walking out the door. i asked him what he was doing. He 
said that he was going to cut the grass so that i wouldn’t have to 
worry about that for a while. Thoroughly confused, i asked him 
what he was talking about.

 “You don’t want me around anymore.”
 “You deserve better than this.”
The conversation oscillated between him leaving our family so 

that he would no longer burden us with his problem and leaving 
this world so that he didn’t burden himself with this problem. i 
felt the floor dropping out from underneath me. simultaneously i 
was raging mad, insanely sad, and overwhelmed with fear. Func-
tioning on little sleep due to our newborn child, i could not pro-
cess all of this, much less make the situation any better. i am sure 
the only prayer i could formulate was something like, “Dear god, 
please help us.” in actuality, most of the thoughts running around 
my brain centered on the fact that i might soon be a single mother.
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while all this was happening, i forgot my mom was com-
ing over to see the baby. at this point, i had gotten Craig back 
to the bedroom. He was lying on his side, weeping, and i was 
alternating between being stunned, praying for him, and keeping 
watch over our daughter. The doorbell rang and i ran to the door. 
i flung it open, burst into a new round of tears, handed my child 
to my mother, and blubbered out the words “Craig is addicted to 
porn. i caught him again this morning.” i don’t even remember 
her response because i headed back to the bedroom to call Craig’s 
parents. as much as i didn’t want them to know, i was out of gas 
and out of resources. Thankfully, his dad answered the phone and 
i filled him in about his suicidal son and briefed him about the 
events that led up to this crisis. Craig and his dad, an episcopal 
priest, talked together for some time and by the end of the con-
versation, Craig seemed much more lucid and calm. one of the 
primary fruits from that conversation, aside from unconditional 
love from his parents, was that Craig should begin counseling.

Craig called the counselor his dad had recommended and 
we began anew in formulating rules and regulations that might 
serve to keep him accountable to his resolution of not engaging 
in porn. we flipped the desk in the study to the opposite wall so 
that the screen could be seen from the doorway. i checked his his-
tory daily (he was not supposed to delete anything) and bought 
him the Every Man’s Battle book, complete with workbook. we 
started a couple’s journal and studied some of the same passages 
of scripture, reflecting on how god’s word was speaking to us. 
we discussed porn daily and i asked him over and over again if 
he was tempted that day and if so, what he did to overcome the 
temptation. 

while things seemed to get better, there were still red flags. 
For example, when i would ask Craig about his once-a-week 
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counseling sessions, he would often share with me how they got 
sidetracked on some sort of historical conversation that had no 
relevance to either him or the porn addiction. The counselor knew 
Craig’s family well, which perhaps made it easy to fall into a more 
friendly relationship instead of a counselor-patient relationship. 
we didn’t think about changing counselors because we couldn’t 
afford to pay any more than we were paying and this man was giv-
ing us a huge discount. even though it was clear to me that due to 
Craig’s personable nature, the counselor easily fell prey to Craig’s 
deflective strategies, we continued on with him because we didn’t 
know what else to do. 

i tried to tell Craig what was happening—to let him know 
that he wasn’t fully engaging, but of course he knew this already. 
as much as i think he honestly wanted to get better, he wasn’t able 
to let go of something that had been his security blanket for so 
long. He wasn’t ready to trade the false world of pornography for 
a healthy relationship with his wife or with god.

at some point the counseling ended and we went on with 
our married life. i remained suspicious, no matter how much 
Craig tried to persuade me that he was okay. if he had the door 
closed to the study, i would try to open it quickly to catch him 
in the act. if i found the history cleared on a random day, i 
would ask him about it. But usually if he told me “it’s good to 
empty the cache” i would accept his answer—at least to his 
face. The truth is, both of us were living in some form of denial, 
pretending real freedom had been found. i tried trusting him 
again when he said he was hardly ever tempted. i made myself 
believe that all my strategies had worked. i celebrated his free-
dom, claiming victory over pornography so it would be our new 
reality.

and then Mother’s Day came.
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Craig told me that i should splurge and go get a haircut. i 
drove to the salon, but it was closed because the shop owner was a 
new mother. Disappointed, i drove home, contemplating the next 
opportunity i might have to escape the house alone without my 
two little girls. when i walked in the door, my two-year-old was 
watching elmo in the living room, unattended, the tV blaring. 
i could hear my six-month-old screaming from her crib. i figured 
my husband must be back there trying to get her down for a nap 
or changing her diaper, but when i walked in, there was no one 
in the room but her. i quickly picked her up and went to find 
my husband. every hair stood up on the back of my neck. i was 
sick to my stomach because i knew what was happening behind 
the closed door to the office. you can guess what i found when i 
quickly opened the door. i’ll spare you the details.

rage doesn’t quite adequately describe my feelings at the time. 
no longer was it just about him looking at naked girls and sex 
acts on the web, but now the addiction was overtaking his desire 
to be the loving, responsible father i knew he wanted to be. Por-
nography had ceased being just about marital infidelity. its reach 
seemed ever increasing.

i felt powerless. i had tried everything i could think of to rid 
our lives of porn. i had bought him books. we arranged for coun-
seling. i monitored his e-mail accounts, his web browser history, 
and his time on the computer. i drilled him, i questioned him, 
i cried out to him—How could you do this to me? nothing had 
worked. and so, i went inside my bathroom closet, the farthest i 
could get from everyone, threw myself on the floor, and railed at 
god. i cursed at Him. i ranted. 

“You picked him for me?”
“Why did you let me walk into this situation? Why didn’t you 

protect me?”
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“You know I have trust issues and he has failed me time and time 
again!”

“Can I trust him to be a father to two little girls?”
“Can I trust him to ever be a faithful husband?”
“Is anything I do or say going to work?”
something broke in me after this tirade against god. i real-

ized that Craig’s captivity provided monstrous quantities of fuel 
that powered my desire to cure him, rehabilitate him, to help him 
become consumed with anything but porn. in that moment, i 
realized that we had both become enslaved. we were trapped by 
different chains, but they were chains nonetheless. They held us 
back from Jesus. They held us back from each other. They threat-
ened to keep us seated in our own personal prisons forever.

as much as i prayed that god would heal him from his 
addiction, and as much as i knew that he could be set free, i 
simply had not let god handle this one on His own. in my mind, 
there were too many things at stake—my marriage, my husband’s 
life, my children, my self-respect, his self-respect. somehow, i had 
fooled myself into believing that becoming the porn police was 
going to ensure successful recovery. somehow, i had fallen into 
the trap of believing that if i said and did the right things, healing 
would take place. i couldn’t help but try to orchestrate the whole 
process, because i felt if i didn’t get control over this situation, 
everything as i knew it would fall apart. Crumble. Cease to exist. 

i focused all my energy on what he was doing and why he was 
doing it. in the process, i simply forgot to do two very important 
things:

trust god.
respect my husband.
in my attempt to control, i forgot to surrender. i forgot to let 

god work. i forgot to let god heal. i forgot that Craig belonged 
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to Him and not just to me. in the end, i became blinded by the 
enormity of the problem instead of boasting of the immensity of 
god’s power. Chains have a way of making you forget the power 
of the one you serve.

in the darkness of that moment, god brought light, showing 
me that i had i lost sight of my husband. i began to define him by 
what he was doing instead of who god created him to be. Perhaps 
even more revealing was the notion that i had lost sight of god’s 
power and His place in our lives. i had strapped on the burden of 
“healer” when i should have been showing humility, bowing low 
to the one who can do all things.

on the floor of the bathroom closet was the turning point—
both in my relationship with my husband and my relationship 
with god.


